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Open to scientists, clinicians, and professionals who must now consider the implications of the application of
genetic discoveries in health care. Open to the public for consideration of personal impact and personal
interest in the availability of genetics services. But as stated by Dr. Collins, Director of the National Human
Genome Research Institute, "this window of opportunity will not stay open indefinitely" Collins, , p. The
revolution expected in health care as illustrated in the OJIN topical issue on genetics has tremendous potential
to improve the health and well-being of society. However, this revolution also brings forth ethical and social
challenges for practical consideration see Table 1. Issues chosen for this ethics column were selected to
highlight articles presented by authors in the OJIN genetics topical issue. These issues are only the tip of the
iceberg; many yet invisible issues will surface during the challenging times ahead. For more information see
http: Models of care that integrate the responsibility of all health care providers to gather relevant information
from individuals related to family history of health and illness may assist in the identification of those who can
benefit by referral for additional services. Decisions such as where, how, when, and by whom should testing
be offered need to be made. What role do nurses have in the support of decision making by individuals for
single and eventually for multiple gene testing? Philosophy of Care Genetic testing in many circumstances can
offer prediction but no treatment for that specific disease. Oftentimes, this predisposition to illness will be
known prior to symptoms. Interventions designed to influence lifestyle or preventive aspects of care may meet
with resistance. Health promotion requires an investment by the individual and society in the decision that
indeed preventive care is valuable. Are insurance coverage providers, service providers, or even individuals
ready for this change in philosophy of care? She furthers details that inadequacies of current technology
impact already difficult decisions about prenatal genetic screening. Tailored therapeutics or surveillance
activities such as frequent screening tests require testing specificity and sensitivity capability. Quality control
and technology currently limit this capability. For more information on an effort to address such concerns go
to http: What kind of research is important in designing programs of care that are effective and yet cost
efficient in diagnosing and managing presymptomatic disease? How will the uncertainty of the outcomes of
genetic results influence types and amount of information needed for decision making about intervention
options? What assurances can you make regarding privacy and confidentiality of genetic information Fuller et
al. Will the genotyping be documented in their medical record? Janet Williams and Debra Schutte illustrate
the concerns of individuals about the confidentiality of genetic testing information for a mental health
disorder. What policy decisions must be made so that fairness in the use of genetic information becomes less
of a limitation to utilization of genetic services? For more information about consumer concerns, go to www.
There are a wide range of responses to such personal information which can create disruptions to families
Feetham, How can the nurse best prepare individuals and families to consider the impact of knowing personal
genetic information on their communications and relationships? Family relationships are dynamic and
evolving. What potential personal and family consequences can be shared with individuals in consideration of
their decision? Reproductive decisions may be impacted by genetic test results. What guidelines are available
to the professional and the public to assist the individual and family in thinking about the usefulness of such
testing in the fetus or child? Each of the OJIN articles present issues for consideration by the nurse in thinking
about implications of genetics information for personal and family decisions. Genetic technology is offering
new tools that have the potential for application throughout the human continuum. Health care decisions
regarding the embryo, fetus, child, adolescent, adult, and the elderly will eventually all be impacted by genetic
information. Only a small percentage of diseases are felt to have a hereditary component. What opportunities
exist for nurses to participate in the development of guidelines that positively influence the integration of
genetics into education, practice, and policy settings? More information concerning efforts to address these
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issues is available at: Jean Jenkins, in the overview of genetics health care, provides details on emerging
ethical considerations and challenges. More information on this topic is available at: Not all ethical
implications could be addressed in the OJIN topical issue. Issues such as manipulation of the genetic code,
cloning, tissue engineering, DNA banking, eugenics, and those issues not addressed in Table 1 , will benefit
from knowledgeable persons to assure that misuse of genetic technology does not result in negative outcomes
for society. Increasingly, discussion of safety and environmental impact of genetic manipulation is occurring.
How will nurses take advantage of this window of opportunity to influence the future of health care and
address societal concerns about the new applications of genetic discoveries? Summary A new vision for
genetic health care that integrates ethics as the foundation of decision making is needed. Nurses as individuals
and professionals have an obligation to not only learn about the emerging genetic science but also to consider
the pending impact on society. The window of opportunity open now presents challenges in the clinical
application of genetics, to the philosophy of care in our world, and for providing informed consent to
individuals and families considering such services. Policy implications are vast with the possibility for
significant nursing influence on the design of appropriate genetics legislation, education, and practice
guidelines. This article offers a beginning step in raising awareness about genetic ethical issues of concern to
the public. The OJIN topical issue on genetics provides examples of current topics, but future ethical
dilemmas resulting from genetic technology may just be a gleam in our imagination. Take time to reflect on
the potential ethical implications of genetic information and the knowledge and skills you will need to create
an ethical vision that improves the health and well-being of society. References Alliance of Genetic Support
Groups. Participation in genetic research studies. Alliance of Genetic Support Groups. Implications for health
and social policy. Ethical, legal and psychosocial implications of genetic testing in children and adolescents.
American Journal of Human Genetics, 57, PCRS hosts genetics workshop. Families and the genetic
revolution: Implications for primary healthcare, education, and research. Privacy in genetics research. Ethics,
genetics and nursing practice. Genetics in clinical practice: New directions for nursing and health care.
Genetic discrimination and health insurance: An urgent need for reform. Genetic testing and informed consent.
Seminars in Oncology Nursing, 15 2 , Toward the 21st century: Incorporating genetics into primary health
care. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press.
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Piaget was a precocious child who developed an interest in biology and the natural world. His early interest in
zoology earned him a reputation among those in the field after he had published several articles on mollusks
by the age of There never was a kidnapper. Piaget became fascinated that he had somehow formed a memory
of this kidnapping incident, a memory that endured even after he understood it to be false. During this time, he
published two philosophical papers that showed the direction of his thinking at the time, but which he later
dismissed as adolescent thought. It was while he was helping to mark some of these tests that Piaget noticed
that young children consistently gave wrong answers to certain questions. Ultimately, he was to propose a
global theory of cognitive developmental stages in which individuals exhibit certain common patterns of
cognition in each period of development. From to , Piaget worked as a professor of psychology, sociology,
and the philosophy of science at the University of Neuchatel. Having taught at the University of Geneva and at
the University of Paris , in , Piaget was invited to serve as chief consultant at two conferences at Cornell
University March 11â€”13 and University of California, Berkeley March 16â€” This was as per his request.
The resulting theoretical frameworks are sufficiently different from each other that they have been
characterized as representing different "Piagets. He received a doctorate in from the University of Neuchatel.
He then undertook post-doctoral training in Zurich â€” , and Paris â€” Sociological model of development[
edit ] Piaget first developed as a psychologist in the s. Piaget proposed that children moved from a position of
egocentrism to sociocentrism. For this explanation he combined the use of psychological and clinical methods
to create what he called a semiclinical interview. He began the interview by asking children standardized
questions and depending on how they answered, he would ask them a series of nonstandard questions. Piaget
was looking for what he called "spontaneous conviction" so he often asked questions the children neither
expected nor anticipated. In his studies, he noticed there was a gradual progression from intuitive to scientific
and socially acceptable responses. This work was used by Elton Mayo as the basis for the famous Hawthorne
Experiments. There is assimilation when a child responds to a new event in a way that is consistent with an
existing schema. He claimed infants transform all objects into an object to be sucked. The children were
assimilating the objects to conform to their own mental structures. Piaget then made the assumption that
whenever one transforms the world to meet individual needs or conceptions, one is, in a way, assimilating it.
Piaget also observed his children not only assimilating objects to fit their needs, but also modifying some of
their mental structures to meet the demands of the environment. This is the second division of adaptation
known as accommodation. To start out, the infants only engaged in primarily reflex actions such as sucking,
but not long after, they would pick up objects and put them in their mouths. When they do this, they modify
their reflex response to accommodate the external objects into reflex actions. Because the two are often in
conflict, they provide the impetus for intellectual development. The constant need to balance the two triggers
intellectual growth. To test his theory, Piaget observed the habits in his own children. Elaboration of the
logical model of intellectual development[ edit ] In the model Piaget developed in stage three, he argued that
intelligence develops in a series of stages that are related to age and are progressive because one stage must be
accomplished before the next can occur. For each stage of development the child forms a view of reality for
that age period. At the next stage, the child must keep up with earlier level of mental abilities to reconstruct
concepts. Piaget conceived intellectual development as an upward expanding spiral in which children must
constantly reconstruct the ideas formed at earlier levels with new, higher order concepts acquired at the next
level. Logical concepts are described as being completely reversible because they can always get back to the
starting point, meaning that if one starts with a given premise and follows logical steps to reach a conclusion,
the same steps may be done in the opposite order, starting from the conclusion to arrive at the premise. The
perceptual concepts Piaget studied could not be manipulated. To describe the figurative process, Piaget uses
pictures as examples. Pictures cannot be separated because contours cannot be separated from the forms they
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outline. Memory is the same way: During this last period of work, Piaget and his colleague Inhelder also
published books on perception, memory, and other figurative processes such as learning. Readiness concerns
when certain information or concepts should be taught. He considered cognitive structures development as a
differentiation of biological regulations. When his entire theory first became known â€” the theory in itself
being based on a structuralist and a cognitivitist approach â€” it was an outstanding and exciting development
in regards to the psychological community at that time. In particular, during one period of research, he
described himself studying his own three children, and carefully observing and interpreting their cognitive
development. The Central Problem of Intellectual Development, he intends to explain knowledge development
as a process of equilibration using two main concepts in his theory, assimilation and accommodation, as
belonging not only to biological interactions but also to cognitive ones. Piaget believed answers for the
epistemological questions at his time could be answered, or better proposed, if one looked to the genetic
aspect of it, hence his experimentations with children and adolescents. As he says in the introduction of his
book Genetic Epistemology: The children experience the world through movement and their senses. The
sensorimotor stage is divided into six substages: Simple reflexes; From birth to one month old. At this time
infants use reflexes such as rooting and sucking. First habits and primary circular reactions; From one month
to four months old. During this time infants learn to coordinate sensation and two types of schema habit and
circular reactions. A primary circular reaction is when the infant tries to reproduce an event that happened by
accident ex.: Secondary circular reactions; From four to eight months old. At this time they become aware of
things beyond their own body; they are more object-oriented. At this time they might accidentally shake a
rattle and continue to do it for sake of satisfaction. Coordination of secondary circular reactions; From eight
months to twelve months old. During this stage they can do things intentionally. They can now combine and
recombine schemata and try to reach a goal ex.: They also begin to understand object permanence in the later
months and early into the next stage. Tertiary circular reactions, novelty, and curiosity; From twelve months
old to eighteen months old. During this stage infants explore new possibilities of objects; they try different
things to get different results. During the pre-operational Stage of cognitive development, Piaget noted that
children do not yet understand concrete logic and cannot mentally manipulate information. However, the child
still has trouble seeing things from different points of view. Such play is demonstrated by the idea of checkers
being snacks, pieces of paper being plates, and a box being a table. Their observations of symbols exemplifies
the idea of play with the absence of the actual objects involved. By observing sequences of play, Piaget was
able to demonstrate that, towards the end of the second year, a qualitatively new kind of psychological
functioning occurs, known as the Pre-operational Stage. The child is able to form stable concepts as well as
magical beliefs. The child, however, is still not able to perform operations, which are tasks that the child can
do mentally, rather than physically. Thinking in this stage is still egocentric, meaning the child has difficulty
seeing the viewpoint of others. The Pre-operational Stage is split into two substages: The symbolic function
substage is when children are able to understand, represent, remember, and picture objects in their mind
without having the object in front of them. The intuitive thought substage is when children tend to propose the
questions of "why? Symbolic Function Substage From two to four years of age children find themselves using
symbols to represent physical models of the world around them. The child knows they are not accurate but it
does not seem to be an issue to them. Intuitive Thought Substage At between about the ages of four and seven,
children tend to become very curious and ask many questions, beginning the use of primitive reasoning. There
is an emergence in the interest of reasoning and wanting to know why things are the way they are. Piaget
called it the "intuitive substage" because children realize they have a vast amount of knowledge, but they are
unaware of how they acquired it. Centration, conservation, irreversibility, class inclusion, and transitive
inference are all characteristics of preoperative thought. Children can now conserve and think logically they
understand reversibility but are limited to what they can physically manipulate. They are no longer egocentric.
During this stage, children become more aware of logic and conservation, topics previously foreign to them.
Children also improve drastically with their classification skills 4. Children develop abstract thought and can
easily conserve and think logically in their mind. Abstract thought is newly present during this stage of
development. Children are now able to think abstractly and utilize metacognition. Along with this, the children
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in the formal operational stage display more skills oriented towards problem solving, often in multiple steps.
Developmental process[ edit ] Piaget provided no concise description of the development process as a whole.
Broadly speaking it consisted of a cycle: The child performs an action which has an effect on or organizes
objects, and the child is able to note the characteristics of the action and its effects. Through repeated actions,
perhaps with variations or in different contexts or on different kinds of objects, the child is able to differentiate
and integrate its elements and effects. This is the process of "reflecting abstraction" described in detail in
Piaget At the same time, the child is able to identify the properties of objects by the way different kinds of
action affect them. This is the process of "empirical abstraction". By repeating this process across a wide range
of objects and actions, the child establishes a new level of knowledge and insight. This is the process of
forming a new " cognitive stage". This dual process allows the child to construct new ways of dealing with
objects and new knowledge about objects themselves.
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Waldorf education Waldorf education also known as Steiner or Steiner-Waldorf education is a humanistic
approach to pedagogy based upon the educational philosophy of the Austrian philosopher Rudolf Steiner, the
founder of anthroposophy. Learning is interdisciplinary, integrating practical, artistic, and conceptual
elements. The approach emphasizes the role of the imagination in learning, developing thinking that includes a
creative as well as an analytic component. Schools and teachers are given considerable freedom to define
curricula within collegial structures. Schools are normally self-administered by faculty; emphasis is placed
upon giving individual teachers the freedom to develop creative methods. Early childhood education occurs
through imitation; teachers provide practical activities and a healthy environment. Steiner believed that young
children should meet only goodness. Secondary education seeks to develop the judgment, intellect, and
practical idealism; the adolescent should meet truth. Democratic education Democratic education is a theory of
learning and school governance in which students and staff participate freely and equally in a school
democracy. In a democratic school, there is typically shared decision-making among students and staff on
matters concerning living, working, and learning together. Neill[ edit ] Main article: He wrote a number of
books that now define much of contemporary democratic education philosophy. He felt that deprivation of this
sense of freedom during childhood, and the consequent unhappiness experienced by the repressed child, was
responsible for many of the psychological disorders of adulthood. Educational progressivism Educational
progressivism is the belief that education must be based on the principle that humans are social animals who
learn best in real-life activities with other people. Progressivists , like proponents of most educational theories,
claim to rely on the best available scientific theories of learning. The two most influential works that stemmed
from his research and study were The Child and the Curriculum and Democracy and Education We get the
case of the child vs. His theory of cognitive development and epistemological view are together called "
genetic epistemology ". Piaget placed great importance on the education of children. As the Director of the
International Bureau of Education, he declared in that "only education is capable of saving our societies from
possible collapse, whether violent, or gradual. According to Ernst von Glasersfeld , Jean Piaget is "the great
pioneer of the constructivist theory of knowing. His books The Process of Education and Toward a Theory of
Instruction are landmarks in conceptualizing learning and curriculum development. He argued that any subject
can be taught in some intellectually honest form to any child at any stage of development. This notion was an
underpinning for his concept of the " spiral " helical curriculum which posited the idea that a curriculum
should revisit basic ideas, building on them until the student had grasped the full formal concept. He
emphasized intuition as a neglected but essential feature of productive thinking. He felt that interest in the
material being learned was the best stimulus for learning rather than external motivation such as grades.
Bruner developed the concept of discovery learning which promoted learning as a process of constructing new
ideas based on current or past knowledge. Students are encouraged to discover facts and relationships and
continually build on what they already know. Unschooling Unschooling is a range of educational philosophies
and practices centered on allowing children to learn through their natural life experiences, including child
directed play , game play, household responsibilities, work experience, and social interaction , rather than
through a more traditional school curriculum. Unschooling encourages exploration of activities led by the
children themselves, facilitated by the adults. Unschooling differs from conventional schooling principally in
the thesis that standard curricula and conventional grading methods, as well as other features of traditional
schooling, are counterproductive to the goal of maximizing the education of each child. John Holt educator In
Holt published his first book, How Children Fail , asserting that the academic failure of schoolchildren was
not despite the efforts of the schools, but actually because of the schools. Not surprisingly, How Children Fail
ignited a firestorm of controversy. Holt was catapulted into the American national consciousness to the extent
that he made appearances on major TV talk shows, wrote book reviews for Life magazine, and was a guest on
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the To Tell The Truth TV game show. Contemplative education[ edit ] Contemplative education focuses on
bringing introspective practices such as mindfulness and yoga into curricular and pedagogical processes for
diverse aims grounded in secular, spiritual, religious and post-secular perspectives. Parker Palmer is a recent
pioneer in contemplative methods. Contemplative methods may also be used by teachers in their preparation;
Waldorf education was one of the pioneers of the latter approach. Zigler suggested that only through focusing
on their own spiritual development could teachers positively impact the spiritual development of students.
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This scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original. Due to its age, it may contain imperfections
such as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed pages. Joseph James Chambliss Language: John Dewey once
wrote: We should expect, that is, such a treatment of the subject as would show that the nature of existence
renders education an integral and indispensable function of life. Even so, it was not until the nineteenth
century that the philosophy of education was recognized as a distinct discipline. His torically, it has been one
thing to treat education in such a manner as Dewey mentions; it has been another thing to do so while
deliberately making explicit a discipline with a subject matter which is in some sense distinct from that of
other disciplines. The aim, in the present study, has been to study the origins of philosophy of education as a
distinct discipline in the United States. In doing so, "origins" are taken to mean, first, that from which the disci
pline has come, and second, that which initiates, serves as a point of departure for what follows. In searching
for origins, I have explored the philosophic considerations of education from which came those distinct
conceptions of the philosophy of education that were to serve as points of departure for later considerations of
the discipline. Richard Alan Duschl Language: This edited volume extends existing discussions among
philosophers of science, cognitive psychologists, and educational researchers on the the restructuring of
scientific knowledge and the domain of science education. This exchange of ideas across disciplinary fields
raises fundamental issues and provides frameworks that help to focus educational research programs,
curriculum development efforts, and teacher training programs. This inaugural handbook documents the
distinctive research field that utilizes history and philosophy in investigation of theoretical, curricular and
pedagogical issues in the teaching of science and mathematics. It is contributed to by researchers from 30
countries; it provides a logically structured, fully referenced guide to the ways in which science and
mathematics education is, informed by the history and philosophy of these disciplines, as well as by the
philosophy of education more generally. The first handbook to cover the field, it lays down a much-needed
marker of progress to date and provides a platform for informed and coherent future analysis and research of
the subject. The publication comes at a time of heightened worldwide concern over the standard of science and
mathematics education, attended by fierce debate over how best to reform curricula and enliven student
engagement in the subjects. There is a growing recognition among educators and policy makers that the
learning of science must dovetail with learning about science; this handbook is uniquely positioned as a locus
for the discussion. The handbook features sections on pedagogical, theoretical, national, and biographical
research, setting the literature of each tradition in its historical context. It reminds readers at a crucial juncture
that there has been a long and rich tradition of historical and philosophical engagements with science and
mathematics teaching, and that lessons can be learnt from these engagements for the resolution of current
theoretical, curricular and pedagogical questions that face teachers and administrators. Philosophy of
development is a fascinating area of research at the intersection of philosophy, psychology, and education.
This book is unique in that it combines a broad sketch of contemporary developmental theory with detailed
discussions of its central issues, in order to construct a general framework for understanding and analyzing
theories of individual and collective development in various domains ranging from cognitive and moral
development to developments in art. Special attention is also given to the rich relations between conceptual
development and education.
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